
An obsession can hit you completely off 
guard, at any moment, even when you’re 
heading towards the big 40 and you think 
you’ve forgotten all about your childhood 
fling with Barbie. So it happened to hair 
and make up artist Fedde Hoekstra. 

“As a child I was already compelled to do 
Barbie’s hair, but it never worked. When 
a friend of mine started collecting Barbies 
a few years back, I sort of got drawn into 
it as well. You start researching on the 
internet and you find out all the tricks and 
trades. 

How to do their hair, renew their make up 
or even how to change a blond Skipper 
into a black Skipper. There’s a special 
paint for this, only available in the United 
States. You boil it and then soak the 
different body parts in a little pan.” 
 
Fedde’s been quite busy with his 
obsession by the looks of the king size 
showcase in his king size living room. 
It’s completely stuffed with Barbies from 
Fedde’s favourite Mod period 1965 – 
1975. Apart from the wide selection of 
Barbies there’s various Kens, Skippers, 
Brads, Julias, Christies, Francies, Fluffs, 
Twiggys, Staceys, Caseys, Jamies, Jamals, 
Tuttis and Todds. 

Some even don the original poodle on a 
leash. They’re all wearing their complete 
original outfits, pink being the favourite 
colour by far, their make up is spotless 
and all of them feature fantastic hair. “I 
did all the hair myself, refilling the original 
holes, giving them some more hair then 

they originally had, some with highlights. 
The hair is synthetic so it’s super straight. 
You have to steam it first and then hold it 
in boiled water for 4 seconds. The same if 
you want to curl or style it. 

Sometimes I copy the original sixties 
hairdo, but most of them got a more 
glamorous look. I can spend hours on 
end like this.” Fedde’s collection is nearly 
complete but the work is not quite done. 
There’s always room for improvement, 
filtering out earlier mistakes or changing 
someone’s skin colour on a whim. 

“I spend an hour on E-Bay every day. I 
used to get out of bed in the middle of the 
night to ensure my final bid but I’m passed 
that now. I love Barbie fares though, 
meeting other Barbie fans and exchang-
ing ideas. They’re a funny species, Barbie 
lovers, they all have cats as well.” Fedde 
has three.
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